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INTRODUCTION
QUICK-SERVICE RESTAURANTS ARE TRANSFORMING from the

traditional “fast food joints” serving up food quickly in a no-frills
environment to destination dining spots offering a bevy of extras
such as Wi-Fi, interactive menus and more. Technology is at the
heart of that transformation, powering many of the features designed to draw in customers and keep them there longer.
QSRs’ evolution is, in many ways, a response to customer demand.
A recent study by Technomic found that 40 percent of participants
consider Wi-Fi to be an “important” or “very important” consideration in their restaurant selection. And 65 percent of respondents said
they “absolutely expect” quick-service restaurants to provide complimentary Wi-Fi.1 QSRs have taken note, with more than 53 percent
of retailers and QSRs already having deployed in-store Wi-Fi and 33
percent planning to deploy it over the next 24 months.2
It’s not just customers who are benefitting from a side of technology with their meal. Restaurants, too, are reaping rewards in the form
of streamlined operations, cost savings in manpower and inventory,
and more effective marketing to patrons both inside and away from
the establishment.
To ensure the highest quality experience, QSRs must have a
network infrastructure capable of handling customer-facing technologies and back-office technologies to create and support an exceptional patron experience.

of participants
consider Wi-Fi to
be an “important”
or “very important”
consideration in their
restaurant selection

65%

of respondents said
they “absolutely
expect” quick-service
restaurants to provide
complimentary Wi-Fi

SOURCE: TECHNOMIC STUDY QUOTED IN
HOSPITALITY TECHNOLOGY STORY HTTP://
HOSPITALITYTECHNOLOGY.EDGL.COM/
NEWS/RESTAURANTS-ADD-FREE-WI-FI-TOTHE-MENU99463

53%

of retailers and
QSRs have deployed
in-store Wi-Fi

33%

of retailers and QSRs
plan to deploy instore Wi-Fi over the
next 24 months
SOURCE: “BUILDING A NEW DIGITAL FOUNDATION FOR RETAIL AND QSR WITH WI-FI,” WHITE
PAPER, EUCLID ANALYTICS/EKR RESEARCH
HTTP://EKNRESEARCH.COM/2016/01/22/
BUILDING-A-NEW-DIGITAL-FOUNDATIONFOR-RETAIL-AND-QSR-WITH-WI-FI/
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DRIVER 1:
IN-RESTAURANT
EXPERIENCE
QSRS ARE EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY—and
Wi-Fi in particular—to draw customers in and
give them a reason to stay. Indeed, free WiFi has become an almost ubiquitous benefit
offered by most QSR establishments, as they
understand the growing desire for patrons
to stay connected via their mobile devices at
all times—according to research by Deloitte,
Americans check their smartphones on average
46 times per day.3
Other technologies are being adopted as well
that both provide an enhanced patron experience and streamline operations. Digital signage,
for one, has become an integral technology for
restaurants in enabling fluidity in menu items
and prices to meet customer demand, promote
certain menu items, suggest particular food combinations or even impart necessary information
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The average number of
times Americans check
their smartphones per day
SOURCE: “2016 GLOBAL MOBILE CONSUMER SURVEY: US EDITION,” RESEARCH REPORT, DELOITTE, HTTPS://WWW2.DELOITTE.
COM/US/EN/PAGES/TECHNOLOGY-MEDIA-AND-TELECOMMUNICATIONS/ARTICLES/GLOBAL-MOBILE-CONSUMER-SURVEY-US-EDITION.HTML
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to customers, such as the unavailability of certain items or food
allergy warnings. Operators can add or remove items in real time
based on inventory, and can change pricing on the fly to reflect
customer demand.
Interactive displays, too, are finding their place in QSRs, providing an easy way for patrons to view ingredient lists, nutritional
and other useful information at the touch of a screen. Other content, such as videos and games, also can be accessed to extend
the user experience. What’s more, the displays also can double as
recruitment kiosks, enabling users to view and apply for jobs electronically and helping simplify the hiring process for managers
and franchise owners.
Similar to interactive displays, self-service kiosks are another
customer convenience that also provides valuable back-end data
for the restaurateur. For customers, self-ordering provides a sense
of control, enabling them to customize their orders (extra lettuce,
no mayonnaise) and ensuring their order request is correct. For
both customer and establishment, self-service kiosks streamline
the ordering process from order to payment, and decreases the
number of order errors.

Technologies
impacting the
restaurant experience:
Digital Signage
Interactive Displays
Self-Service Kiosks
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DRIVER 2: MOBILE APPS
MANY QSR CHAINS HAVE CREATED mobile

apps to help keep their brand top of mind
with customers. The apps provide loyalty
offers, store locations and other compelling
brand information, often enabling customers
to order and pay for meals using store cards
or stored credit card information, among
other tasks. Mobile apps can speed the transaction time to almost zero—a true benefit for
customers on a tight schedule as well as for
store operators to keep lines and checkout
times to a minimum.
Mobile apps that include games, videos or
other featured content also can keep customers
engaged with the brand for longer periods, and
instill or reinforce brand loyalty among those
customers. With constantly updated content,
customers have a reason to open the app beyond simply ordering their meals. In addition to
offers, QSRs can push out relevant information,
coupons, directions to nearby locations or other
items of interest directly to the customer.

Millennials driving the
mobile app experience
Want food and beverage loyalty programs
they can manage on their mobile devices

52%
Want to be able to order food for
delivery or takeout via mobile device

51%
Have already ordered food using their mobile devices

39%
Have already paid for food and
drinks using their mobile devices

29%
SOURCE: “MILLENNIALS AND HOSPITALITY,” INFOGRAPHIC, ORACLE
HOSPITALITY HTTP://WWW.ORACLE.COM/US/INDUSTRIES/MILLENNIALS-HOSPITALITY-FB-INFO-2985687.PDF
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A number of mobile apps today are linked to
customer loyalty programs, enabling QSR operators to collect valuable customer data such as
average meal times, average amount spent and
types of food most often ordered. This highly
personalized customer information can help
restaurant owners in their efforts to better target
their marketing efforts and can help them better
anticipate and prepare for spikes in business.
Mobile apps associated with third-party delivery services are benefitting QSRs as well, providing a much-needed service many restaurants
simply don’t have the resources to perform on
their own. According to home delivery service
GrubHub, which conducted an economic impact
study of its services, after joining GrubHub,
restaurants grew their monthly takeout revenue
by an average of 30 percent, and one in five
restaurants doubled its revenue.4 What’s more,
the company claimed to cut restaurant processing time by more than 50 percent.

Mobile apps
can grow QSRs’
business
After joining GrubHub’s
delivery service, restaurants
grew their monthly takeout
revenue by an average of
30 percent, and one in
five restaurants doubled
its revenue.
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SOURCE: “THE GRUBHUB ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDY 2015,” WHITE
PAPER, GRUBHUB HTTP://ECONOMICIMPACT.GRUBHUB.COM/PDF/
GRUBHUB-ECONOMIC-STUDY.PDF
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DRIVER 3: BIG DATA ANALYTICS
THE POWER OF BIG DATA IS HELPING com-

panies of every ilk realize benefits never before
possible, and the restaurant industry is no exception. Using big data analytics, QSRs—both
franchises and company-owned—can save
money and provide a stellar customer experience by understanding patrons’ behaviors and
anticipating their needs.
By collecting information from rewards programs such as past purchases, times of visits and
average length of stay, QSRs could develop highly
personalized, targeted marketing programs, such
as coupons good for a particular food item at a
certain time of day. Likewise, the restaurant could
push alerts to rewards members who are close to
a location or close to achieving certain points status—to entice them to visit and earn more points
to receive a reward.
Big data and analytics also can help QSRs spot
dining trends—for example, an increasing number
of customers ordering more healthful choices on
certain days of the week—and adjust their menus

to meet demand. Such data also can help operators plan future menu choices, including which
items to drop and which ones to promote. This
valuable information can be shared with other
locations to aid in their menu planning.
Using data culled from just about everything—
from the number of cups used per day to how many
customers used the drive through versus ordered
in-store—QSR operators can harness the power of
big data and analytics to better control their inventory of perishable and non-perishable items, schedule more employees at peak times and even throttle
their network services to accommodate more wireless users at certain times of the day.

Ways

big
data

can help QSRs
• Site selection
• Labor efficiency

• Menu development
• Inventory control
• Addressing customer needs
• Improving operations
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DRIVER 4: MARKETING
AS QSRS LOOK TO BRING IN more customers— and drive

more repeat business—marketing has become a key ingredient for success. Thanks to the data gathered by rewards programs, mobile apps and self-service kiosks, QSRs know more
about their patrons today than ever before. Such knowledge
is helping them create personalized marketing programs that
garner attention and get results.
In addition to loyalty programs, QSRs are using a plethora of
new technological capabilities to market to new and existing
customers. Geofencing is another way for QSRs to personalize
their marketing. The technology targets would-be customers
within a certain radius of a restaurant and automatically pushes
out customized offers and messages designed to increase traffic
and customer loyalty. It also can be used by customers to place,

There are more than

30 billion mobile
moments happening
every day in the
United States.
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manage and track orders before they enter the restaurant, which
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extends the patron experience and reinforces brand loyalty.
Beacons, too, are being used to further personalize the
customer experience, enabling restaurants to suggest items
ordered in the past or reward customers based on previous interactions and orders.

SOURCE: “2016 PREDICTIONS: KEY TRENDS
WILL TRANSFORM MOBILE ENGAGEMENT,”
BLOG, FORRESTER RESEARCH HTTP://BLOGS.
FORRESTER.COM/JULIE_ASK/15-11-10-2016_
PREDICTIONS_KEY_TRENDS_WILL_TRANSFORM_MOBILE_ENGAGEMENT
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Taken together, information from beacons,
geofencing and loyalty programs provide restaurateurs with a smorgasbord of customer information that, if used appropriately, can be the key to
enabling high-quality customer experiences.
QSRs are also finding a voice in social media
marketing, creating social promotions and communicating directly with customers. According
to the Pew Research Center, 79 percent of online
Americans use Facebook, while 24 percent use
Twitter, 31 percent use Pinterest and 32 percent
use Instagram.5 These and other apps are the
perfect platforms for restaurants and customers
to interact, putting their conversations in front
of scores of other app users and increasing their
visibility exponentially.

What do Millennials
want in a loyalty program?
Most millennials favor monetary rewards over perks:
Prefer free/discount food for their loyalty

81%
Prefer free/discount beverage

63%
Find a speed line attractive in driving loyalty

31%
SOURCE: “WHAT MILLENNIALS WANT FROM QSR LOYALTY PROGRAMS,”
BLOG, EPSILON DATA MANAGEMENT HTTPS://WWW.EPSILON.COM/ABRAND-NEW-VIEW/CONTENT-TYPE/CONTENT-ARTICLE/WHAT-MILLENNIALS-EANT-FROM-QSR-LOYALTY-PROGRAMS/
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HAVING THE RIGHT NETWORK
THE NETWORK IS A CRITICAL ELEMENT

in delivering an exceptional experience, no
matter what size restaurant. As such, the network should provide high availability, high
bandwidth and redundancy, and it should
scale to move data effectively to-and-from each
restaurant site, keeping systems, inventory and
processes up to date across a distributed enterprise of multiple geographic locations.
QSRs should look for a network service provider that can provide a secure, high-performance network that can be adjusted according
to bandwidth needs. A good network service
provider will address current demands and
anticipate future needs to guarantee the restaurant can continue to provide its customers with
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loyalty-enhancing interactions, both online and
in-restaurant, in every location.
To provide services that meet the needs of
today’s digital-focused customers, restaurants
should work with service providers that can
support a full line of dedicated, broadband
and Wi-Fi connectivity services, ensuring an
always-on, always-connected environment that
works for everyone.
Look for a network provider that can handle
every aspect of the network, from provisioning
to management and field technology services,
for installation, maintenance and repairs. That
helps restaurants focus on providing the best
customer experience possible, instead of tending to their networks.

Related Resources:
Latency: A Quick Guide
The Enterprise Guide to Managed Services
Comcast Business and Professional Field
Solutions
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